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Health and safety
services to expand

Taken June 3 at our farm in Simpson. 'Catching some afternoon sun'
- Merryn Williams

On our dairy farm at Waarre, near Port Campbell on June 7, 2020.
'A beautiful start to calving season'

ON-FARM health and safety will be given
a boost thanks to a state government
grant.

address the farm sector’s higher than
average workplace accident rates and
commends the initiative.

The Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
recently announced its workplace health
and safety services will be boosted as the
result of a $3 million ‘Making our Farms
Safer’ grant.

“The VFF believes that developing and
providing an industry led farm safety
service is a far more effective way to
achieve on-farm practice change,” Mr
Sheridan said.

The grant will allow the VFF to employ
two farm safety ofﬁcers, develop online
tools and boost access to information
and resources aimed at protecting not
only Victorian farmers but everyone in the
farm environment.
VFF president David Jochinke said the
health and safety of everyone on farms
must always be a priority, with workers,
families and farmers all exposed to the
dangers present on farms.

– Jo Moncrieff

“Safety on farms is paramount, because
it concerns the wellbeing of our workers,
families and ourselves,” Mr Jochinke said.
“The agricultural sector is one of the most
dangerous workplaces in Victoria, not just
for farmers but for everyone present on
the farm.

Share your photos...
FARMERS, and others
living on the land
across the Western
District, are invited to
submit photographs for
publication in On the
Farm’s new column –
‘Spotted.’
Whether it be a koala
up a tree, two calves

frolicking in the paddock,
a special sunset or even
a ﬁve-legged lamb; we
want your pictures.
Our
farms
provide
endless
opportunities
for casual snap shots,
and it’s these we would
like to feature in our farm

pages.
Photos can be taken
on a camera or even
on your mobile phone
– simply download and
email to onthefarm@
wdnews.com.au
with
a short explanation as
to where and when the
photo was taken.

“As a father, there can be no bigger
priority in a parent’s life than the health
and well-being of your child.”
He said it was “incredibly tragic” that
children under the age of 15 make up
more than 15 per cent of preventable
deaths and injuries on farms.
VFF chief executive ofﬁcer Stephen
Sheridan said the VFF had been lobbying
and working with the government to

Camperdown Chronicle
Cobden Timboon Coast Times

“The VFF is not a regulator, but is a farmer
led organisation that understands the real
health and safety issues facing farmers,
and the need to help provide a means to
manage and reduce the inherent health
and safety risks rather than simply focus
on compliance.”
Mr Sheridan added the VFF already
provides expert workplace relations
services and believes it is a natural
extension to integrate this with on-farm
health and safety tools and services.
“The VFF will be employing farm safety
ofﬁcers to work directly with farmers to
help identify potential safety issues and
introduce best practice safety processes
to help safeguard workers, families and
farmers on the farm,” Mr Sheridan said.
“We are also commencing development
of an online platform of tools and
information to complement our existing
workplace relations offer for farmers.”
The VFF will provide further information
on how farmers can access the ‘Making
our Farms Safer’ resources as and when
they become available.

Terang Express
Mortlake Dispatch
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Take advantage of write-off extension
FARMERS across the western
district are encouraged to take
advantage of the government’s
instant asset write-off program.

helps to improve cash ﬂow for
businesses by bringing forward
tax deductions for eligible
expenditure.

The Morrison Government’s
$150,000 instant asset writeoff program has been extended
until December 31, 2020.

The threshold applies on a
per asset basis, so eligible
businesses can immediately
write-off
multiple
assets
provided each costs less than
$150,000.

This gives farmers, and others
living both on and off the land,
extra time to extend their assets
and take advantage of some
much needed relief.
Businesses across the country
with an annual turnover of less
than $500 million will be able to
take advantage of this extended
timeframe to invest in assets to
support their business.
This
will
be
particularly
beneﬁcial in coming months
when, hopefully, the economy
reopens and Coronavirus health
restrictions start to ease.
These measures will support
over 3.5 million businesses.
They are designed to support
businesses
sticking
with
investment they had planned,
and encouraging them to bring
investment forward to support
economic growth over the next
term.
The instant asset write-off also

The extension will also give
businesses additional time to
acquire and install assets, as
they will now have until the end
of this year.
Assets can be new or second
hand and could include, for
example, a truck for a delivery
business or a tractor for a
farming business.
Legislative changes will be
made to give effect to this
measure, which is estimated
to have a cost to revenue of
$300 million over the forward
estimates period.
According to the Morrison
Government,
hardworking
Australian
businesses
can
“rest assured” that “everything
necessary being done” to
support them to bounce back
stronger and get to the other
side of this crisis.

Send in your story
FARMERS love a good yarn.

endearement, achievement or otherwise.

Whether it’s sharing tales of days gone by, or
swapping ideas and stories about the current
season, farmers of all ages love to chat about
their experiences – or read about those of others.

The primary focus of On the Farm is to keep our
readers up to date with all the recent products,
knowledge, services and advice on hand to help
promote, encourage, foster and develop farming
as a sustainable and healthy living.

That’s where you, the reader, can play an integral
part in the look, the success, and the future of
your local farming supplement, “On the Farm.”
While we try our best to bring you all the
latest news, products and information primarily
targeted at farmers and others living on the land,
we would love to hear your stories of success,

If you have a story to tell – or know of someone
who has – and you would like to share it with
others, simply phone the Camperdown ofﬁce of
Western District News on 5593 1888 or email
features@wdnews.com.au.
We would love to hear from you.
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GEAR UP
FOR
HARVEST!
The new government
threshold on Instant
Asset Write-Off
means you can get
the gear you need to
keep you going

*

EXTENDED
UNTIL
December 30,
2020
CLAAS Harvest Centre
Colac

Princes Hwy, Colac West
Phone: (03) 5231 6322

Warrnambool

www.swaynmccabe.com.au
Caramut Rd, Warrnambool
Phone: (03) 5561 1733

Ballarat

Latrobe St, Ballarat
Phone: (03) 5332 0177
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VFF backs calls to support poultry growers
THE Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
is backing calls to support contract
poultry farmers who are under extreme
price pressures from processors and the
supermarkets.
VFF president David Jochinke said that
although chicken was the most popular
protein choice for Australian consumers,
the popularity on dinner tables was not
beneﬁting contract growers.
“We know Australian’s love a cooked
chook but the growers simply aren’t
seeing any beneﬁt at all from the increase
in demand,” Mr Jochinke said.
“In the last decade the price of lamb,
beef and pork has steadily risen but the
retail price of chicken has been ﬂat.”
According to ABARES (Australian Bureau
of Agricultural and Resource Economics
and Sciences), between 2008 and 2017
the retail price of chicken decreased from
551 c/kg to 534 c/kg, while beef, lamb

and pork all rose.
“The problem is twofold. On the retail
front supermarkets are keeping chicken
prices low, while the closure of a number
of Victorian processors has limited
competition and choice for growers. The
situation really is dire for a large number
of growers.”
The ACCC recently indicated they would
look into complaints of an unfair trading
environment in the chicken meat industry
but the VFF believes this does not go far
enough.

Red meat
event cancelled

The VFF is backing the call for an ACCC
inquiry into the poultry meat industry.
“Let’s not beat around the bush on this,”
Mr Jochinke said.
“We know there are serious competition
issues in the chicken meat industry and
it’s time for the Treasurer to bring in the
ACCC to investigate.”

MEAT and Livestock Australia (MLA)
late last month announced that its
annual Red Meat event will not take
place this year due to the ongoing
COVID-19 situation.
MLA’s 2020 annual general meeting
(AGM) – an important component of
the Red Meat event schedule – will still
take place on November 19.
Information on what format the AGM
will follow will be known closer to the
date but it is believed it will most likely
be online.
The event, which has in recent years
included on-farm producer tours,
forums, a red meat showcase, and
cookery demonstrations, is held each
November in a different destination
– with Toowoomba being chosen for
2020.

TOTAL

DAIRY SERVICE

MLA managing director, Jason
Strong, said that given massive
uncertainty around ongoing outbreaks
of COVID-19, cancelling the Red Meat
event was a regrettable but commonsense decision.
“We are disappointed that we won’t
be in Toowoomba in November, but it is
important we made the decision now,”
Mr Strong said.

“Large events such as Red Meat
are just not feasible in the current
environment and so the only sensible
course of action was to cancel for
this year.”Mr Strong added that each
November, the Red Meat event offered
an “excellent opportunity” to engage
with producers and the wider red meat
supply chain.
Based on registration numbers and
feedback from 2018 and 2019, red
meat producers see it as an important
event to attend and ﬁnd out more about
how their levies are being invested by
MLA.
“We absolutely want to ensure that red
meat producers have this opportunity
in 2020, which will more than likely be
delivered through a series of online
events and webinars – and we will
have more information on those in the
coming weeks,” Mr Strong said.
“It’s important to reiterate that MLA’s
AGM will still take place on November
19.”
MLA members are currently receiving
their Levies Notice Packs and Mr
Strong encouraged everyone to return
those to secure full voting entitlements
at this year’s AGM.

Your local wool buyer
in the heart of town
Open Monday - Friday
buying small and hobby farmers
lots with on-the-spot
payment for hobby farmers

75 Dunlop St,
Mortlake

Aggressive in-shed pricing on clips
flat rate auction brokerage
forward contracts
direct to mill
Timboon
111 Bailey Street

5598 3337

Warrnambool
50 Caramut Road
info@totaldairy.com.au

5561 3252

private buying
on-farm pick ups

Ben Blain
5599 2702
0417 507 663
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Your one-stop farm supply store

LOCAL farmers love to shop local.
Supporting local businesses and helping
boost the local economy is what country
towns do best.
And the western district is no exception.
The recent opening of a new clothing
and accessories department at the
Terang Co-op Rural Store, featuring a
great range of the latest Thomas Cook
wear, will no doubt be well received by
farmers and others living both on and off
the land.
The clothing range, synonymous with
the Australian outback, has become an
iconic representation of true Australian
life.
A symbol of endurance, mateship and

nature, it has created its identity through
generations of tradition ingrained deep
within the spirit of the bush.
The evolution of Thomas Cook into the
brand recognised today is due to its
loyalty to family, tradition and its ongoing
commitment to bridging the gap between
urban and rural life.
Handed down through three generations
of the Cook family, the brand has become
an integral part of the country Australian
lifestyle.
A proud feature of the Thomas Cook
logo is the silhouette of the legendary
Man from Snowy River.
This famous Australian legend, depicted
as a man on a horse, is the iconic symbol

of the Thomas Cook heritage and
brand, and embraces the journey that
the Thomas Cook brand travels with its
customers.
It is this journey that the team at Terang
Co-op now hopes to embark upon with
their customers from across the western
district and beyond.

store is a one-stop-shop for farm and
rural supplies.
The store maintains a reliable stock of
bulk animal food, pellets, hay, fencing
materials, equine equipment, oils and
drenches – all by the best brands and at
the most competitive prices.

The recent release of the new Thomas
Cook section at Terang has both
expanded and complemented the many
products and services already on offer
within this local business.

The store’s approachable staff members
have a strong background in agriculture
and retail and take the time to understand
your needs so they can recommend the
best possible products for your unique
farm operation.

Whether you’re operating a commercial
dairy, running sheep or starting a hobby
farm in the South West, the Terang Coop’s National Rural Independents (NRI)

For added convenience there is
an undercover loading area and for
customers living in the Terang area there
is a delivery service available.

From farm sheds and new dairies through to
outdoor power equipment, we have you covered!
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CATALOGUE
IN-STORE
NOW!

FOR THE LARGEST RANGE OF
OUTDOOR POWER PRODUCTS VISIT
THE NEW HOME OF HUSQVARNA.

rural store
terang co-op

360 DAIRY SOLUTIONS 1300 444 360 | TERANG CO-OP RURAL STORE Cnr Estcourt and Baynes Sts, Terang 5592 1555
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Leadership
an evolving
journey for dairy farmer
ONE of the great surprises of Stuart
Crosthwaite’s
Melbourne
university
years was being elected president of
his hometown cricket club in north-east
Victoria.
As a dairy farming teenager “too shy
to put his hand up in class”, Stuart had
no ambitions for leadership roles, nor to
become a ﬁfth-generation farmer when
he left for university with his sights on
engineering.
His life goals altered after switching to
an ag science degree, working as a ﬁeld
ofﬁcer for Murray Goulburn in western
Victoria, and eventually returning to the
family farm at Kergunyah South.
Stuart, 46, now runs a thriving dairy
operation, mentors a future generation
of farmers, is founding chair of dairy
co-operative Mountain Milk, and is
participating in the 15-month Australian
Rural Leadership Program (ARLP),
sponsored by Gardiner Dairy Foundation.
While paving a new direction for the family
farm, Stuart inevitably landed on various
committees, including Alpine Valleys
Dairy Incorporated which established
a successful strategy to increase the
region’s milk production.
“I’m proud to say the north-east has
probably grown our production by 20 to
25 per cent in the last decade,” Stuart
said.
Stuart and ﬁve farming peers formed the
north-east Victorian dairy co-operative

Mountain Milk two years ago.
The co-operative, chaired by Stuart, has
grown to eight members with a vision
to produce its own bottled milk, while
also increasing its collective negotiating
strength with processors.
With so much leadership experience
on his résumé, Stuart says his innate
style was a “doer”, directing people with
“black and white instructions”.
But the ARLP has been transformative.
Stuart now role models a more inclusive
style of leadership which he hopes will
ripple through his business and wider
dairy industry.
“I have learnt a lot about myself, and
how my style affects the people around
me,” he said.
“I have a better understanding of how
connecting with the people around you
can get a better outcome for the team.”
Learning self-awareness has also helped
Stuart appreciate the need to manage
his own workload and “help others carry
some of the load”, in turn, fostering their
leadership capacity.
“My leadership style is now more of a
facilitator than a footy captain,” he said.
“I sat down with my staff and we
developed our own core set of values.
They said, ‘We want more teamwork,
communication and responsibility.’”
Stuart’s three staff now each have an

See Mick today, with more than 40 years
industry experience, you’re in good hands.
Providing prompt and efﬁcient
service for workshops, farms, business
and local shires from all over the
greater western district.

For all your parts needs
Mon-Fri 8.30am - 5.00pm
Sat 8.30am -12.00pm

Your one stop shop for
all makes and models
Fleetguard Àlters, Lighting,
Valves, Hoses and Fittings etc.

2/10 Sedgemoor Court, Warrnambool
(03) 5562 4055
0409 612 452

area of responsibility – assistant herd
manager, assistant feed manager and
assistant maintenance manager.
The team has consistent communication,
each member contributing to a Google
sheet which is live across their phones,
displaying jobs lists, rosters and other
information.
They also communicate via WhatsApp
and have monthly team meetings.
Stuart diarises an annual performance
and salary review with each staff
member, and supports their participation
in industry courses.
Stuart has learned that inclusive
leadership helps enthuse and retain
employees.
“I value that my staff can see opportunities
for improvements, and I really want them
to have input into that,” he said.
Stuart also values his participation in
the ARLP, which includes immersive
experiences in the remote Kimberley
region, regional Australia, Perth, Canberra
and Vietnam.

myself.”
Stuart said the program had shown the
value in networking to achieve positive
outcomes and was teaching him the
“three A’s of leadership – awareness,
adaptability and authenticity”.
With increased self-awareness and
perspective on other people’s values,
Stuart feels better equipped to motivate
and nurture his dairy industry peers.
“You learn from everyone in the
ARLP cohort. It’s a really supportive
atmosphere.
“I’ve learnt it’s okay to be a little bit
vulnerable and admit you are wrong and
ask for advice,” he said.
With his farm “humming along and coordinating itself”, Stuart’s new leadership
style has allowed him to be “more
present” with family and friends, while
also sharing his passion for the industry.
He believes the ripple effect of rolemodelling
and
inﬂuencing
more
leadership within all tiers of farm life is an
enduring return on investment.

The iconic program takes more than 30
remote, rural and regional leaders from
diverse industries throughout Australia to
develop their capabilities.

“Change takes time and you need to
build a snowball and have someone to
keep pushing it, otherwise it will lose
momentum and die.

“A lot of people think you are born a
leader, but I have learnt leadership can
be taught,” he said.

“There needs to be a really long-term
strategy in agriculture to push that
snowball because it’s about bringing the
next generation in to be innovative and
take things to the next level.”

“I’ve learnt to be more aware of the
people around me and more aware of

YOUR LOCAL, ON-FARM VETERINARY SERVICE
ɷ Individual animal medicine and emergency services
ɷ Bovine reproductive programs - manual and ultrasound pregnancy testing
ɷ Lameness and hoof health
ɷ Milk quality and mastitis investigation
ɷ Calf health and disease investigation and planning
ɷ Export accreditation programs
ɷ Equine medicine and reproductive programs

5593 1077 (24hrs for emergencies)
Find us on Facebook

1 Leura Street, Camperdown

Follow us on Instagram @camperdownvetcentre
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How well do
you know your
paddocks?
FARMERS across the district are urged
to keep their heads down when out in the
paddock this winter.
That’s the message from senior research
ofﬁcer with the University of Western
Australia Dr Kevin Foster.
Dr Foster believes now is a good time to
get to know your paddocks.
The colder months bring out the most
distinguishing features in the leaves of
subterranean clover (sub-clover), making
it easier to identify cultivars.
This includes the old oestrogenic
cultivars which can negatively affect
sheep health and reproduction rates.
With decent autumn rains across much
of southern Australia, Dr Foster warns
an early break could mean higher intake
of oestrogenic clovers and an adverse
impact on ﬂock fertility.
In the early 1970s it was found that
many of the sub-clover cultivars planted
widely across southern Australia in the
ﬁrst half of the 20th century contained
high levels of an oestrogenic compound,
formononetin, in their green leaves.
The release of new, low-formononetin
cultivars in the late 1970s was thought to

have resolved the issue.

lead to two forms of infertility in ewes.

However, hard-seeded nature of
oestrogenic cultivars has seen a gradual
resurgence of the issue in recent years.

One is short-term, with a return of fertility
after removal from the high-oestrogenic
pastures and the other is permanent
infertility which increases in severity with
continued exposure.

In response, MLA Donnor Company
supported a project (led by Dr Foster and
his colleague Megan Ryan) to provide
producers and advisors with information
and skills to identify and manage the
presence of oestrogenic sub-clover.
The researchers trekked through
hundreds of paddocks identifying
oestrogenic clovers.
“It’s probably the best snapshot of our
sub-clover pastures out there that we’ve
had for many years,” Dr Foster said.
In analysing hundreds of plant samples,
the researchers found around 20 per
cent of pastures in southern Australia
are dominated by high-oestrogen subclover, with some districts having a ﬁgure
of higher than 65 per cent.
The most common oestrogenic clover
found in the pasture samples submitted
so far has been Dinninup.
Consumpion of Dinninup, along with
older cultivars such as Dwalganup,
Yarloop, Geraldton and Tallarook, can
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Permanent infertility can also be
accompanied by ewe mortality, difﬁcult
births and post-natal lamb mortality.
Even lambs dropped onto oestrogenic
pastures may be infertile as maidens.
It can also cause udder development
problems in maiden ewes and urethral
blockages in wethers.
Before this research, many producers
and agronomists were unaware of highoestrogen cultivars, so poor reproductive
performance was often attributed to
other husbandry problems.
“When you see the moment when
producers realise they have a problem
with their sub-clover, which could’ve
been causing a whole lot of challenges
they haven’t been able to get to the
bottom of until now, it makes you realise
this has been such a great investment in
research, development and extension,”
Dr Foster said.

“Our research suggests we need to
rule out if it’s what ewes are eating in the
pasture that’s the actual reason for dry
ewes.”
If you have problem clovers in your
paddocks there are two management
options suggested by Dr Foster.
• Avoid grazing the paddock with young
ewes or lambs and limit grazing by
wethers (rams are not thought to be
affected).
Don’t ‘grass clean’ pastures as dilution
is part of the solution.
Help livestock avoid the oestrogenic
pastures when green by providing
other feed sources or using other
paddocks.
• Go for the ultimate solution and
renovate pasture with a lowformononetin
sub-clover
cultivar
suitable for your district.
Hay or silage made from green, highoestrogenic clover is likely still potent,
but sub-clovers can be safely grazed
when they dry naturally at the end of
the season.
Ewes should not start grazing until six
weeks after drying starts.

we have you covered...
We can supply all your fertiliser needs,
both granular and liquid
Multiple blending facilities allow us to tailor a
custom build to suit your requirements for Spring

Next edition is October 2020
To book your advertising space in the next edition
of On the Farm or to submit editorial content for
consideration contact Jodie 5593 1888 or email
onthefarm@wdnews.com.au.
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Timboon
62 Bailey Street

5598 3050

Roger Trigg 0437 519 715
Clint Worden 0436 033 776
James O'Brien 0429 960 821

